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Mothers Banquet Yost Commends Stoudt's Acting In "Holiday"
Given by Curtain Club; Four Seniors Depart
Attended by 350
DOROTHEA WIEAND
IKru en, Weidner, Ohl, Deen Play
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Improvement Shown
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May Day and Mothers' Day for
1936 was brought to a close by the
presentatlOn of Phillip Barry's
"Holiday" by the Curtain Club in
the Gymnasium on Saturday evening before a large audience of
students. alumni. and parents. Presented as the Zwing Anniversary
Play, this production will be repeated on Saturday evening. May
16. at the Stewart Junior High
School in Norristown.
Because of its somewhat bibulous
and profane atmosphere, "Holiday"
was, perhaps. not the wisest choice
tor the occasion on which it was
played, but it is an amusing and
even thought-provoking comedy
Despite the disadvantages of a
rather quiet opening scene in
which it was hard to hear the
speeches, Satw'day's performance
was fairly smooth, especially in the
second act with its waltz scene.
which was played as it should be,
in a gay mood.
Mary Helen Stoudt Does Lead
This play, like the Junior Play
of two weeks ago, brought to the
fore a new actress in the person
of Mary Helen Stoudt '39, playing
the leading role of Linda Seton .
Miss Stoudt did a splendld job 1.n
her first major part, portraying
the character of Linda with genume verve and enthusiasm.
Krusen Handles Hard Part Well
Four seniors bade farewell to the
Ursinus stage by playing their last
roles in this production. Donald
Ohl '36 was his usual skmful self

Following the May Pageant in
the afterno~n, approximately 350
I mothers, daughters, and sons, as~embled together in the uoper dining room of Freeland Hall for the
'lnnual Mother" Dav Banquet on
Saturday evening, May 9.
Tables were decorated with lilac
blossoms and the mothers of the
various students had the opportunity of becoming acquainted wilh
eight places at each table. A threecourse meal was served after which
Dean Whorten A. Kline welcomed
the mothers and informed them······ who wrote "The Queen'
. . . . . was the May Queen.
that every day can be mothers' day Reve) ."
at Ursinus and extended an invitation for mothers to visit the College as often as they desired.
Dr. Elizabeth B. White, Dean of
Women, added her welcome to the
mothers of Ursinus students and
introduced Mrs. A. B. Evans, Pageantry Department to Aid
Rb
B
T
U y Sent to
inder oday; mot~er of Elizabeth Evans '36, who
By Measuring Costumes
preSIded over the afternoon fesLimited to 300 Copies
~ivities as .May Queen. Mrs. Evans, COMMITTEEMEN
APPOINTED
--225 COPIES ARE ALREADY SOLD In her bnef address, thanked the
Ursin us women for the wonderful
In preparation for "The Pied
Piper of Hamelin," the opera to be
Today the 1936 edition of the day which she had witnessed.
Ruby went to the binder and, if
Mrs. Ehret, mother of Robley given Saturday evening, June 6,
plans are not interfered with by Ehret '39, represented the mothers there is much activity among
any unforseen event, the yearbook of Ursinus men.
members of the various Ursinus
should appear on campus Monday,
The last speaker on the program College musical organizations.
May 18. The number of copies is was Mrs. H. E. Wieand, mother of
T~e follo~ing c(:mnni~teemen are
limited to 300, and 225 copies have Dorothea Wieand '36, who wrote maklng rapid stndes In order to
the May Pageant.
complete the necessary details for
been sold. The price is $4.50.
---u
the production: business manager
Covered with blue-moorish coland treasurer, Leroy Landis '36;
ored Dupont fabricoid , the Ruby
presents 184 pages of campus PANCOAST, WORSTER SURVIVE program, Henry Schaeffer '36; tick(Continued on Page 6)
events in pictorial form, the first NOON VOTE ON COUNCIL HEAD ets, Robert Deen '36; publicity,
---11--Ward MacNair '37; wardrobe mist16 pages having art work done in
light blue.
Re-vote to Be Taken To-morrow ress, Marjorie Shaffer '38; produc- SHEEDER, HEIGES REPRESENT
g
I
t I th
b k'
. th
To Determine President
<_c_on_tl_'n_lle_d o_n_p_a__e_6)
COLLEGE AT ALTOONA HIGH
n s y e . e year 00 lS. n~l .er
u
formal nor Informal, but IS In Its
CLAMER PRECEPTRESS SPEAKS Speak to Various High School
.
ll .. - - own class somewhere between the
Groups on Return Trip
MACHINE RECORDS BALLOTS
formality of Irving Sutin 1934 ediAT SPECIAL VESPERS SERVICE
tor and the informality of the Ruby
Professor
Franklin 1. Sheeder,
Mrs. Helfrich Addresses Students
IN MEN'S COUNCIL ELECTIONS edited by Harry Brian '35. Alumni
Registrar of the College, and Dr.
desirous of purchasing the Ruby
On "Mothers' Day" Program
J. S. Heiges, of the Education deAnklets Question Also Voted Upon may do so by writing to John
Mrs. Nora S. Helfrich, B. Litt., partment, represented Ursinus at
Brown '36, Business Manager.
By Men Students
Clamer Hall pl'eceptress, was the the college night program sponsor---u--Elections for the class represen- COUNCILS PLAN DANCE FOR
Worster
Pancoast
speaker at a special Mothers' Day ed by the Altoona, Pa., high school
tatives to the Men's Student CounAs no candidate gained the nec- Vesper service last evening. Mrs. on April 28. More than sixty colFRIDAY EVENING, MAY 22 essary majority in the voting at Helfrich, mother of four boys who leges from all sections of the east
cil were held on Tuesday, May 5.
The votes were recorded by the
noon to-day, Sieber Pancoast '37, have graduated from Ursinus, em- and south had representatives in
Plans are being made for a Stu- and Clayton Worster '37, who poll- p h aSlZed
.
voting machine placed on ex h 1'bi the importance of doing attendance. High school graduates
tion for the Open House program dent Council dance to be held in ed the two highest votes for coun- the little things as a token of ap- and their parents were given an
by the Automatic Voting Machine the Gym on Saturday evening, cil president, will be the two can- preciation for the sacrifices moth- opportunity to secure information
concerning the colleges in which
Corporation of Jamestown, N. Y. May 22. According to present in- didates at the balloting to take ers make for their children.
The Junior representatives elect- tentions the dance will' begin at place to-morrow noon in room 7,
Opening the Mothers' Day ser- they were interested.
On the return trip to the Coled were: Eugene Shelley, Clayton
Bomberger.
vice, Hannah Leisse '38, played an
Worster, Sieber Pancoast, King 7:30 p. m. and end at 11:30 p. m.
e
organ prelude. James Wallick '38, lege, Professors Sheeder and Heiges
Heiges, and Charles Edwards. In Details will appear in the next is- WILLAUER EDITS LAW REVIEW lead a Mothers' Day poem, and spent two days visiting high schools
the initial returns there was a tie sue of the Weekly.
..
.
Richard Yarhaes '38, read the addressing student groups and
between Edwards and Tworzydlo.
The committee in charge of the
Dr. Phillp B. ~illauer! aSSIstant scripture and offered a prayer. holding conferences with college
The former was elected by a spec- dance is composed of Siebel' Pan- professor of pollti~al SCIence, was Dorothy McCorkle '39, sang a solo prospects in a half-dozen counties.
ial vote on Wednesday.
coast '37, chairman, Thomas Glass- recently elected edItor of the Tem- entitled "Mother" which was writ- Among the schools visited were
Sophomore
members
chosen moyer '36, Anne Colsher '38, and pIe Law Quarterly.
ten by Prof. Philip, music director. Lewistown, Yeagertown, Reedville,
were: Robert Gottschall, Justus Elizabeth Ware '38. Ida Trout '37,
David Schantz, also a former UrFollowing this Mrs. Helfrich Milroy, Mifflintown, Millerstown,
Bodley, John Tomlinson, and Paul and Kermit Harbaugh '36, are ex-. sinus student, was elected to one of spoke and the service closed with Newport, Harrisburg, Camp Hill,
Craigie. The Freshmen elected. officio members. The tax is fifty the associate editorships at the the whole congregation singing a Red Lion. Dallastown and York.
On April 7, Registrar and Mrs.
Eugene Hile and Robley Ehret.
cents per couple.
same time.
hymn.
Sheeder represented Ursinus on
In order to get an estimate of
the occasion of the college night
the male opinion on the subject
program in the Salem, N. J., high
of anklets, the question "Do you GIRLS PRESENT ANNUAL MAY PAGEANT BEFORE LAROE CROWD ON PATTERSON FIELD;
school. In connection with this
approve of women wearing ankELIZABETH EVANS PRESIDES AS QUEEN IN DOROTHEA WIEAND'S "THE QUEEN'S REVELS" trip many high school principals,
lets?" was submitted to a general
(Continued on Page G)
vote at this time. The results
---u--showed 83 giving assent and 21
"The Queen's Revels," a colorful the green early in May for their dow" in the Weekly of April 13,
registering dissenting votes.
and attractive pageant by Dorothea friends. Later, they selected a May 1931, gave a very interesting history
COMING EVENTS
---u
Wieand '36, was the big feature of Queen for the event, and finally a of Pageantry at Ursinus. In it he
BRAN DAUER WINS FELLOWSHIP May Day, on Saturday. It was pre-I pageant was presented. As years tells that several years ago, the Ur- Monday, May 11
sented on the football field, and progressed, a class in pageantry sinus Circle, an organization of
Men's and Women's Debating
Robert Brandauer I the crowds of people together with I was formed and the girls, them- women connected with the College,
Clubs, 8:00 p. m.
Pre-Med Society, 8:00 p. m.
'36, has been award-I the girls in colorful costumes pre- selves, wrote and had presented established a prize in pageantry.
ed a teaching fellow- sented a striking picture. Eliza- their own pageants.
•It is awarded to the girl whose paEastern Collegiate Athletic Conship to the Cornell beth Evans '36, presided as the
As pageantry increased, we found geant is chosen to be presented on
ference.
Graduate School. He May Queen. An interesting note later that a banquet was held for! May Day.
Tuesday, May 12
will major in. ch~m- that was introdUced t~is year was: the mothers on the day the pa-: The girls who have h.ad pageants
I. R. C., 8:00 p. m.
istry at that mstltu- having the programs In the form geant was presented. And gradu- i presented at Ursinus In previous Wednesday, May 13
tion, beginning next of Playbills, especially in keeping I ally, the entire week-end carne to years are: Mildred Hahn in '31, VirVarsity Baseball, Swarthmore,
September.
Bran- with the Elizabethan. idea of the be known as "Mothers' Week-end."· ginia Meyer in '32, Luella Mullin in I
away.
dauer is in the pageant.
The girls served luncheons in the '33, Anna Brooks and Virginia MeyTrack meet, Albright, home.
Chem.-Bi. group.
May pageants are not new at different halls for their mothers, er in '34, and Elizabeth McBride in
French Club, 8:00 p. rn.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--: Ursinus by any means. The girls and a play was presented in the '35.
Thursday, May 14
of the College have put on a pa- evening by the Dramatic ClUb. The
It is interesting to note that the
Glee Club, 7:30 p. m.
TREASURERS' NOTICE
geant in May for many years. At Women's Club provided entertaln- Y. W. C. A. in Norristown has chosOrchestra, 8:30 p. rn.
The treasurer of each college first there were few colleges that ment for mothers and women en and presented one of the pa- Friday, May 15
organization must submit his did anything of this sort, but later alumnae while daughters were busy geants of the Ursinus girls for the
Middle Atlantics Track Meet,
Swarthmore.
accounts to the Committee on many colleges, universities, and preparing festivities of the day by past three years. Josephine JenStudent Expenditures no later undergraduate schools
adopted holding a tea; this year, following kins '34, and Dorothy O'Brien '35, Saturday, May 16
than Friday, May 15. Excuses some sort of pageant form. But the pageant, in the Memorial were two of the authors. Ruth
Middle Atlantics Track Meet,
for tardy books wlll not be ac- our pageants are peculiar to Ur- Library, and for the first time, the Verna's pageant, "Sherwood ForSwarthmore.
cepted.
sinus. Several years ago, the girls mothers of the boys were included. est," was given last Saturday as a
Varsity Baseball, Penn A. C.,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...._ _ _ _ _. merely had a group of dances on
Dr. Omwake, in his "Tower Wln- part of youth Week in Norristown.
home.
The Registrar's Office received
announcement during the past
week of the comparative standing
of Urslnus College freshmen in the
psychological examination which
was administered to entering students in September, 1935. This
examination, which is prepared
annually by L. L. and Th elma
Gwinn Thurstone, of the University of Chicago, and distributed to
the colleges through the American
Council on Education, was given
this year in 266 colleges in the
United States and Canada. Nearly
57,000 students took the tests.
On the basis of median gross
score results, Ursin us College freshmen ranked in the highest quarter
of the distribution of college freshman groups throughout the country. This represents an improvement over the results of the two
succeeding years, and is an indication that the policy of selective
admissions which is followed by
the College is justified.
The tests this year were administered to entering studenls in 31
teachers' colleges, 31 junior colleges, and 204 four-year colleges.
The results show that the median
score for the four-year colleges as
a group was approximately twenty
points higher than the median
score for the Junior colleges, and
that the median score of the teachers' colleges is slightly lower than
that of t~e junior college gr?up.
The medlan score fo! Urslnus
freshmen represents an lncrease of
from ten to thirty points over the
median scores of the various types
of colleges in which the tests were
used
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Rapidly Progressing

Yearbook Will Appear
Next Monday, May 18
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A poll of the student body this
past week uncovered a strong majority belief that Ursinus women
should be permitted to wear anklets. Viewed in the light of present
moral practices, current styles of
dress, and the intellectual capacity
ascribed to college people, the
necessity of a vote on such a question seems an anachronism- utterly absurd. Anyone reading this
Weekly ten years hence should
have been dignified by official
notice.
Yet the question has been raised.
What then are the issues involved?
First, it is a fact that the girls desire to wear anklets for reasons of
comfort and economy, both of
which are legitimate.
(Anyone
crying about a resultant increase
in unemployment may be dismissed
as being a lobbyist for hosiery
man ufacturers.)
On what grounds then are they
forbidden? Those of morality and
propriety? If on the grounds of
morals, then it would seem that
definite proof of immorality dirMembers ot Intercollegiate Newspaper Association ot the Middle Atlantic States
ectly traceable to the fashion of
wearing anklets could be adduced.
EDITOR OF THIS ISSUE ....... ......... .... RALPH MEISENHELDER '3~
But at present we have no such
proof. Looked at from a broader
MONDAY, MAY 11, 1936
~~~~~~~~ angle, it is a matter of regret, if
colleges as institutional forces are
£bttorial C!lammrnt
to aid in the establishment of valid
moral standards where such stanATTITUDE, ABOUT FACE!
dards are now lacking, that they
On June 8 many of us will attend the Commencement exercises. should still be concerned about a
Seniors are credited with hoping to get something out of them, if only problem that belonged to a generation whose beliefs and codes are
a sheepskin. However, most of the undergraduates will attend solely termed reactionary or conservative
because of personal interests in members of the graduating class. Far --"old fogeyish"- by today's youth.
from our minds is any anticipation of intellectual stimulation from
If the college is to help the inthe main address. With our last exam, desire for academic learning dividual in matters of morals and
conduct, it must frankly and fearusually goes into hibernation for several months.
lessly apply itself to the task of
Is it not time to scrap our grammar school idea that the commence- defining acceptable conduct on the
ment speaker is merely a traditional embellishment to the program? basis of conditions as they are in
Such speakers are chosen by the administration with the utmost care. 1936. While the colleges sit tight,
Public position, interests, and oratorical abilities are ,deliberated upon. youth goes on creating its own
standards, not too wisely we fear .
The result is that there is brought to our campus a man who offers
What of propriety? Here there is
us something genuinely worthwhile. We are exceedingly eager to seize some solid ground, but it must be
free opportunities in other fields-let's not pass up this one!
pointed out that our culture has
its chameleon-like aspects. With
• • • •
each variance in a rapidly shifting
ORCHIDS
By way of diversion from the usual strain of editorializing, this background, we modify and change
piece Is dedicated to commendation. It is true that to encourage posi- our practices to harmonize with
the setting. Where the replacetive progress, praise is as effective as criticism.
ment of stockings by anklets is
This year's administration of the Intermural Program deserves deemed an impropriety, is it not
commendation, even praise. It is better than last year's. It is accom- fair to ask whether the practice
plishing its purpose, which is to spread athletio partiCipation thru has been so adj udged on the basis
of a background which was true of
the entire student body instead of limiting it to varsity competition. 1926 or 1916 rather than 1936?
That this is true is evident in the increased number of students play- Lest someone say, "Ah, yes, but we
must have a universal stable backing and in heightened interest and closer competition.
More specifically, the change for the better in this year's Inter- ground as a measuring rod," let
that person answer this basic quesmurals is to be seen in its more interested, intimate administration by tion? "Will anklets make any worse
the Physical Education heads, which has resulted in less slipshod ad- women or any better women, or
herence to schedule, more strict enforcement of the eligibility rules, what?"
One other objection to anklets is
and better officiating, which latter has been a distinct improvement
found, namely, their uncomely apin football especially.
Along these same lines there Is more that has been done. As yet pearance. We suspect, however,
that those men who have the
the Intermural Program does not include golf. But the recently in- strongest prej udices against them
novated seven-hole golf course is a step in the right direction.
are those whose socks drop about
As for the Physical Education group itself, it has been organized their shoe-tops. But if the mainto a Physical Education Club, which, incidentally, does not merely jority of males do protest, then
there is no need for any rule, for
exist; witness its educational trip to New York. It is not idle talk to is there not some modicum of
say that the other college departments might do well to follow its truth, at least, in the statement
that women dress as men want
example.
All that we have mentioned is Undoubtedly good work. We com- them to dress? It was not until
men wanted companions in place
mend Messrs. Bailey and Hashagen.
of parlor ornaments that women
• • • •
gave up hoop-skirts and pettiCIVILIZATION - OR YEAH?
coats for sane dresses permitting
For quite a long time now, man has been calling himself civilized. freedom of movement. Nor would
Just exactly what it means seems, after all these years, still to be a they dare masculine disapproval
now; but disapproval does not exist
question.
as the poll conclusively demonIn one sense civilization might mean being nice and well mannered. strates.
That is, as long as you can get what you want by saying please. If A final word on propriety: it
that does not work, there are other ways civilization has devised for would vary with time, place, and
getting one's cake. Ask Mussolini. Ask the EthIopians too. They circumstances. Should not a girl's
own good taste, rather than a rule,
have been simply dying for civilization.
determine what is proper?

••

• • • • •

ADVICE TO THE INSPIRED
Have you ever been inspired? Just what meaning lies hidden in
that word inspiration? No doubt quite frequently you are moved by
a thought which has some remarkable quality that stirs in you a desire
to act immediately.
Now we all admit that an inspiration is a wonderf!ll thing. But
it is valueless unless it is acted upon, and in most cases the fiame dies
unless the action occurs at once.
The writer is speaking from experience for he feels that this
might have been a better editorial had he acted earlier when the
flame was burning. But time has quenched the blaze and all he can
do Is impart this little piece of advice; immediate action may successfully utilize an inspiration and-as a parting gesture-final exams are
just around the corner (page 3)!

• • • • •

GOOD WORK
It is obvious that a production as big as the May Pageant is possible only with the cooperation of all in any way concerned. The
fact that things went of! as smoothly as they did is evidence that
everyone must have done his job-and well.

It seems that the men students
should be given the job of decorating and making costumes for
the May Day pageant. They certainly have just what it takes to
make the Ursinus help gripe, and
the Ursinus students chuckle.

·. ..
. ....

Tsk! Tsk! Maples-Keeping your
wash on the front porch .
Little "Boozer the
Terrible"
Brandt added another victim to
his list when he maliciously mauled the 1936 Booby Editor on thirdbase line in the recent Derr-Brodbeck fracas.
• • • •
Senior class motto _ "So what?"
• • • •
Strange Faces in Strange Places(Gaff detective staff does a bit
of Winchelling by night) Alan
Freece (first time to make Gaff)Seen last Wednesday, as the shades
of evening gathered, at Kimberton, with a brunette on his arm.
Don't ask where Kimberton is. Nobody knows.
"Diz" Zoll on the banks of the
gridiron with an escort. A strange
face, but a familiar place.
P . P . Grimm, hurdling from Cubberley's car, after the fioods descended from Derr.
Shadows playing "ring around
the pumphouse." Faces unknown.
• • • • •
Shift of Faces on the Same SceneBassler with Bothell (nothing
strange about that).
Bothell gets sick (natural enough
-"Reds" still OK).
Bassler with French (something
new).
Sommers with Bothell ("Reds"
not dating).
Bassler with French (don't know
where Bothell went) .
A sad, sad triangle!
• • • • •
Then comes the awful thoughtwhat will happen to all the beautiful senior-lower classman friendships, platonic and
otherwise,
when next September rolls around?
Who can tell? Even Wimpy says
he's going to have a steady girlfriend on campus next year. Looks
good for everybody else.

FROM OUR FILES
Thirty years ago Ursinus played
Gettysburg and defeated them 5-4
in a hard contested battle. It required ten innings to roll up this
score.

• • • •

In April 1911 we notice that at
a special meeting of the Athletic
committee it was decided that Ursinus would not send a relay team
to the annual Penn meet. The reason given for such action was insubordination on the part of some
of the runners and our inability to
send a team capable of making a
fitting showing in the class in
which we were placed.

• • • • •

Fifteen years ago the EnglishHistorical Group held a dance in
the gymnasium. Only members of
the group were invited. Quoting
from the Weekly-"the dance was
the most pleasurable event that the
participants have known of late."
J. B. Price M. D. '05, has been appointed consulting and operating
surgeon of oto-Iaryngology at the
Pennsylvania State Institution at
Pennhurst, Pa.

I

COLLEGIATE SPOTLIGHT
College lads are hitching socks restrains his emotions. So there
James L. you are, fellows; take It or leave it!
Whitcomb, Brown University stu• • • • •
dent, who recently confided to the
There is also a story of a green
New England conference of the but honest freshman at the UniState Federation of Women's Clubs versity of Tennessee. He handed in
that the return of the garter marks an exam paper covered with quoa new epoch In undergraduate life. tatlon marks. When the prof. ask• • • • •
ed him the reason he replied, "Isn't
• • • • •
there a rule against plagiarism?"
The Los Angeles Junior Col• • • • •
lege will send a student his grades
Professor Charles Barry of N. Y.
only if he pays for a stamp and U. and Professor Edward Smith of
envelope. Otherwise, they are sent Hunter College have formulated
to his parents.
plans by which the three City col• • • • •
leges of New York might be organThe coeds at the University of ized into one large university which
Wisconsin assert that the A-I gen- would include general academic
tleman friend smokes a pipe, uses colleges, professional and technical
no conscious line, doesn't try to schools, and, ultimately, graduate
get a. date at the last minute, and I schools in various fields.
to garters again, says

The other day I'm walking with
my girl on an afternoon date, and
she's looking all swelled up because
she's a fine figure of womanhood
and I'm the apple of her eye, so
she puts on the dog.
On account of we're both coilege
persons, we're having real conversation, about literature and that
stUff, when I say suddenly Louise
are you ultra-modern in your
thoughts. and of course she says
yes because she thinks I'm smart.
So I spring another one and I
say Louise are you partial to nudism, and once again she doesn't
know what the answer is, but because she wants me to think she's
smart she says yes again.
I don't say much for a while because I want her to think I'm deep
in my thoughts, but then I stop
and look her full in the pupils and
say Louise would you care very
much if I were a nUdist.
"
.
L?U1Se sa~s nght awar o? HOWle
~on t tal.k lIke that, you re Just trymg ~ Impress me. I see she
doesn t follow I?Y mental processes,
but I keep at It anyway.
Louise, I say, do you see how
brown I am in the face, and she
says, why sure I think it makes
you look handsome. But I ignore
that and I say Louise, I say it very
impressive, Louise, I am that brown
on my chest too . I don't see that
phase her, but I keep on.
Louise I am that brown on my
stomach and on the upper part of
my legs too, I say, and Louise just
smiles at me sort of silly and she
says you know I am broadminded
Howie but of course you're just
kidding me.
And just then we come walking
up back of the Science Building
and I don't say anything, I just
look sad. Louise I say in a whisper
when you learn everything just remember I tried to make you understand .
Then we come around Curtis
Dormitory and there is what I
fear . There are seventeen fellows
stretched on th0 ground on blankets and from where we are it look!
like they are totally undressed.
I close my eyes so I can't see
Louise's face, and then I almost
swoon when I hear one of the fellows holler, Hey Howie, come on
get off your clothes and get some
vitamin D.
Finally I can't stand it any
longer, so I open my eyes, and then
I swoon in real earnest when I
hear Louise say with her face all
lit up, Oh Howie, I wish we girls
could do that.

THE MAIL BOX
To the Editor:
On Friday night the athletic
field, which served as the May
Pageant grounds, was littered with
paper by a crowd of college men,
whose unthinking and malicious
action should receive the severest
condemnation. This act represents
one of the ugly sides of Ursinus
life.
Why they did it is not clear. It
most certainly was disrespectful to
the College and inconsiderate of
the girls who had spent much time
in preparing the pageant. It made
unnecessary trouble for the College
workmen and looked like a deliberate attempt to wreck in an hour
a project which had required
months to plan.
Remarkable, too, is the fact that
many of those most willing to particIpate in this act against the College were those who expect the
College to hand them all things on
silver platters.
And how proud any mother
would have been to see the "decorations" and realize that it was the
handiwork of her own precious
son after eight months of college!
U. C. S.

To the Editor:
As yet, neither the Men's Student
Council nor the W. S. O. A., the
Y. M. H. A., the N. Y. A., the D.
A. R., nor even the Derr Hall Purely
PI t i S 1 t h
id
ta on c oc e y as pa any a
tention to my proposal made several weeks ago, to have group singing in the evening, on Freeland
steps.
Possibly our enthusiasm is belDg
dampened by our dislike of bema
the guests at a "tea party," wltll
all of Freela~d Hall pouring.
Lulu
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Survey Reveals Many Athletes
Are on "8" and Ineligible Lists

THE MAIL BOX
To the Editor:
Under the not inappropriate title
"Ramblings," a student has written
in this issue concerning the women's anti-anklet rule.
The male vote on the anklet questian was something like 80 to 21
for repeal of the present rule. It
is said the female vote was unanimous. My colleague terms this a
"strong majority."
A majority,
perhaps, but how trong? The student enrollment II> about 447. I
can conceive of the entire 447 votes
being registered against the longstocking rule - this would be a
"strong majority"-and a single
448th vote for the rule; and need
we guess which side would win?
.
My ramblmg colleague goes on to
say that it is in or?er to please
the. male of the ~pe~les that young
la~les dress. ThIS .IS. a debatable
pomt. Examples ale. first, the reputed crowds of young men attending a certain Race street musIc hall; second, the latest crop of
hats for ladies
.
sprmg
. .
In ge~e~al then, theIr dress ~H'
lack of It IS a problem for .the g1l'l
students themselves t.o deCIde. Or
at least they can umte on what
theoretically their stand shall be.
Whether the W. S. G. A. rules, hallowed by the passage of the yea~s,
will actually be ,.changed, e~en. 1~
the event of a str~ng n:aJonty
.vote, I do not deen It adVIsable to
predict.
Dick Yahraes

A fact which is not readily recognized by the casual observer,
but one which, nevertheless, does
contain much meaning when consldered, is that the majority of the
names which appear on the inel1gible llst-and most of those appearlng on the "B" list-are athletes who participate in at least one
sporting activity.
When one realizes the existence
of this condition, one immediately
wonders why there is this diversity
between the high and low scholarly
attainments of athletes. In general, the athlete Is thought of as
being inferior In scholarship to
others. But this thought Is certainly belied ~hen it is seen that both
lists contam almost the same number of persons taking part in at
least one sport.
If, then, the athlete is average
or above in intelligence, there can
only be one explanation of why
they do not receive an average

which is high enough to keep them
eUgible. They are not on th~ lower
list because of a lack of abIlity or
intellect. They are, for the most
part, there because of indolence
and a lack of application.
Because the athlete's chief interest is as it should be in the field
of sports is no reason ~hY he should
neglect his more important activity
of study. With a moderate amount
of time and endeavor many of the
names on the failing list could be
transferred to the so-called select
list and this perplexing condition
of extremes would cease to exist.
Also, the size of the former list
To the Editor:
would be so small that it would apIn publishing the Patterson Field pear more normal when compared
and College track and field records with the latter.
in the May 10th issue of the Weekly
you obviously failed to recognize
the records broken or tied in 1935. accepted College records cannot be
If fou investigate, you will find ten corroborated by the Weekly because
or eleven records altered last the meets in which they were made
spring; and it doesn't seem very were not reported fully by the
plausible that the holder of the Weekly; and perhaps others worthy
college pole vault record has bet- of recognition have not been credtered his mark since a year ago. ited.
He graduated in 1930.
To remedy this it is advisable
That the records are so hap- that the Athletic Association have
hazardly kept I do not believe is adequate records of when, where,
entirely the fault of the Weekly. and against whom the various
It seems that the Athletic Associa- marks were made in addition to
tion should have the responsibility the information now presented.
of recognizing the
established Definite regulations and conditions
marks and changes when they oc- under which records are recognized
cur, as is done in other colleges.
might also be prescribed.
The present system at Ursinus,
Until such or similar steps are
leaves the determination of re- taken it is probably incorrect to
cords and their changes to the state what are "official" Ursinus
Weekly is obviously inadequate if College and Patterson Field records.
these marks are to have any sigSincerely yours,
nificance. In fact, several of the
Irving E. Sutin
Alr·Condltioned

For Your Socia) Activities
Eu~t

TUESDAYBiology 16
S204
English 2A
4
English 2B-C Gym
English 2D
6
History 10
Gym.
Latin 8
8
Philosophy 6 Gym .
Physics 2 & 8 812
Politics 2
Gym .
Religion 6
15
Phys. Ed. 14 S105
WEDNESDAY9:00 a . m .- Economics 16 Gym .
French 2
Gym.
French 4
Gym.
French 12
Gym .
History 12
6
Math. 10
Gym .
9 :00 a. m.-

LANCASTER AL U1\INI BANQUET
GRO P HEAR R. . JOHN ON

25 TO JUNE 4, 1936

Gym .
Gym .
Gym
S102
S105
Gym.

MAY 26
1.00 p. m .- Math. 18
Gym .
Philos'phy 2b Gym .
Phys Ed. l6 S105
Politics 6
Gym .

MAY 27
1:00 p. m.-

Biology 4
Chemistry
Chemistry
Economics
LlteratuTe
Math. 8
Polltics 10

Gym.
10 S312
12 S312
20
A
8
7
8116

4
THURSDAY - MAY 28
9 :00 a . m.- Intro. to Sci. Gym. 1:00 p. m.- Economics 4 Gym.
History 4
Gym.
Latin 2
8
Math. 16
Gym.
Politics 8
4
Politics 12
4
Spanish 2
Gym.
FRIDAY- MAY 29
9:00 a. m .- Economics 18
A 1 :00 p. m .Education 4 Gym .
Greek 2, 4, 8
8
LaUn B, 4
8
Math . 2
Gym .
Math 2a, A Gym .
Math 2a, B-C Gym .
MONDAY-JUNE 1
9 :00 a. m .- Economics 8
AI : 00 p . m.Education 10
2
Eng. Compo 4, 6 6
German 14
14
History 2
Gym.
Sociology 2 Gym .
TUESDAY-JUNE 2
S12 1:00 p. m.9 :00 a . m.- Biology 12
Chemistry 6 S312
Economics 14
16
Literature 18
7
Math. 4
Gym.
Philosophy 1b
"
Ph Ed 12(new)S105
Phys. Ed. 20 S105
Spanish 4
7
WEDNESDAY --JUNE 3
9:00 a. m.- Education 2 Gym. 1:00 p. m.German 14
6
S220
Biology 18
Latin 2
8
Music 2
M
Philosophy 8
4
THURSDAY-JUNE 4
9:00 a . m.- Phy Ed 12 (old) S12

Chemistry
Chemistry
Chemistry
Economics
French 14
Literature
Religion 2

S12
2
4 S303
8 S303
A
12
12

14
4
7

The Ursinus Alumni of Lancaster
County and vicinity held their annual meeting on Friday evening,
April 17 at the Hotel Kenwood,
Elizabethtown Pennsylvania , with
about 30 in attendance Dr A T .
Alspach '07, president of the group,
acted as master of ceremonies at
the conclusion of the dinner.
The college was represen ted by
R. C. Johnson, Director of Athletics,
who spoke on some of the current
trends in college athletics, particularly as they affect Ursinus, and
appealed to the alumni (or their
continued support of an athletic
program that was comparable to
the standards of Lhe college
Remarks were also made by Dr.
Ralph W. Schlosser '11, President
of Elizabethtown College and Prof.
Elmer C. Herbert '25, of the Dickinson College faculty . The following
officers were elected for the en uing year, Jerome A. Wenner '33,
President, and John M Witmer '30,
Secretary-Treasurer.

I
I

KENNETH B. NACE
DE SOTO & PLYMOUTH
Sales and Service

5th. Ave. & Main St.
Collegeville, Pa.

C:::::Z::::i::::::=:::::::;1;=:;-757777:;

;7~

W. B. GRISTOCK'S SONS

Economlcs 2 Gym.
Education 3 Gym.
History 14
6
Literature 10
7
Phys Ed. 10 S105

COAL, LUMBER AND FEED
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Literature 4 Gym.
Literature 22 Gym.
Phys. Ed. 18 S105
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French 6
Politics 4

Gym.
Gym.

§

CAMPUS

I§

SANDWICH SHOP

§
~

716 Main Street

=
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Phone 283
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=
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~
2
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Yonr Comfort

144 We t Mrlll} Street

Muln Street

NORRI TOWN, PA •
monl, 111 gr. Phone GOOI
QUILlIty }'ooll
POIJU)ar Prlce~

.James

NORR[STOWN, FA.
S. GarWOOd Jiulp, l\lgr. -

~'1AY

MONDAY- MAY 25
9:00 a . m.- Biology 6
S209 1 ' 00 p. m .- German 2
German 4
Biology 8
8215
German 8
English 2. Sec. E 6
Physics 4
Psychology 2 Gym
Phys. Ed . 15
Religion 12
l5
Politics 22

ROMA CAFE

VALLEY FORGE HOTEL
2

"~ or

EXAl\UNATION SCHEDULE,

Phone 32110

i __

Beginning Today

II:

= =

PRICES REDUCED

10%
on

College Jewelry
Pennants

Fountain Pens
.****************~

Ursinus College Supply Store

A man can spend years finding the
tobacco that hits the spot-or he
can try Prince Albert now. We'll
back this princely smoking tobacco
against the field for choice quality
-for mellow flavor-for mildness.
Being "crimp cut," Prince Albert
is a revelation in coolness. And
the "bite" is removed by a special
process. Accept the invitation below to try P.A. at our risk.

GENTLEMEN ••• PRINCE ALBERT MUST PLEASE YOU, OR •••
Smoke 20 fracrant pipefuls of Prince Albert. If you don't find it the mellowest, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked, return tbe pocket tin with the
rest of the tobacco in It to UII at any time witbin a month from this date, and
we will refund full purchase price, plus postace •

(Sicned) R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY

PRINIiE ALBERT'~~:H;;;;:
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Church the week of May 18. The I Modern Department Stores Offer the Greatest Opportunities to Graduates for Merchandising'
that will
is tosing
make
trip to E
' and the Forelgo
. L
AM
.
Ed uca t'IOna1 R
'
'
New
to the
the Rotary
conomlCS
aoguages
re os t HeIpful '10 Ch oosmg
equlrements
~
ORGANIZA TION
~ groupYork
Club of Norristown in the near fu~
NEWS
~ ture.
Business, which has been defined knowledge and skill. The element ment of record keeping. One should
as Lhe activities of man having as of skill is apparent in determining decide as nearly as possible beforeERDMAN HEAD CURTAIN CLUB
MUSIC CLUB ELECTS KELLY
their object the satisfaction of hu- I the needs and wants of the com- hand just what branch of the field
The Cm'Lain Club held a short
Election of officers was held at man wants, offers an almost un- munity served, and is attained to enter, after consideration of any
busi~ess meeting last W~dnesday the meeting of the Music Club on
limited variety of vocational oppor- through careful observation, sur- special abilities and training.
cvenmg. May 6: A motl~n :vas Tuesday evening, May 5. The remade an~ carned to recelve mto l tiring president, Louis Krug '37, tunities for young men and women. veys, and the study of sales records. Educational Requirements Broad
Buyers are trai~ed to detect the
the Cur~.all1 .Club a~ mem~~rs. the presided at the business session. Briefly speaking, these activities
Education requirements are bascast of Chnstopt: er Bean. Then New officers include: president, are divided into two classes: those wants of the publIc, .and the power ed on the need for a broad, cultural
that
deal
with
production
and
those
t~
buy.SUCC:SSfully
IS
regarded
as
followed the electlOn of gfficers fO~ Walter Kelly '37; vice-president,
background, enabling the merchannext. year. .Tt: ey are as, f~IlO.WS. Catherine Sauder '37; secretary, that have to do with distribution. h~ghly lmpor~a~t by the merchan- diser to meet the most cultured and
presldent, SIlvla Erdman 37, VIce- Samuel Laucks '39' treasurer Dor- Merchandising, of course, deals dls.e~. By thIS IS als.o . meant .the the least cultured persons with the
with the group interested in distri- abIllty. to buy at ml~lI?um pnces same degree of ease and courtesy.
president, Ida Trout '37; secretary, othy Barry '38.'
,
bution.
~y takmg large quantl~les, by takAlice PlunketL '38; treasurer, ClayThomas
Burns
ex.-'37,
was
the
mg advantage of maXlmum quan- Courses in economics, merchandiston Worster '37.
Merchandising as a whole has tity discounts, having a strong fin- ing, and foreign languages ha ve
soloist for the evening. He sang
"Nirvana," "Homing," "Borde's Bal- several functions. First of all, it is ancial position so that cash may been found most helpful, and specGLEE CLUB TO MAKE TRIP
ialized work in merchandising at a
A group of members of the Glee lad," "I Dream of Jeanie." Dorothy concerned with the transportation be paid for purchases.
school of graduate level is of course
Club will go to New York on Tues- Burns played a sonata from Beeth- of the goods from the point of Experience Necessary for Selling desirable. The Prince School of
manufacture to the point of sale.
day, May 12th. The group of eight oven.
Second only to buying is selling, Education for Store Service in' BosWarehousing,
or keeping the goods
are scheduled to sing at the banwhich
concentrates upon creating ton, and the New York University
Brotherhood
of
st.
Paul
in
storage
until
it
is
needed
is
anquet of the Ursinus Alumni Assoca demand and then effectively sup- merchandising school are two of
The
annual
banquet
of
the
other
phase
of
the
work.
In
addiiation of New York, Tuesday evenplying it, by the most desirable the best known institutions in this
ing . The numbers on the program Brotherhood of st. Paul will be tion, sorting, grading, and packing sales' conditions. Because of the field of learning.
will be the same as those which held in the upstairs dining room goods, and some~imes a small similarity of this function throughThe earnings of sales people in
the whole glee club sang at a re- Tuesday evening, at 6:30 p. m., at amount of pr~cessmg an~ . f!1anu- out all merchandising establishwhich time Oliver K. Maurer will i facture comprISe the actIVItIes of
the beginning are very low, but as
cent concert.
ments,
it
is
possible
for
the
young
the group. The. basic activi~ies,
one advances to the position of asIn the group, which leaves on be the principal speaker.
This banquet will mark the as- how~ver~ are buymg and sellmg. m an or woman to gain experience sistant buyer, buyer, or store manTuesday and returns Wednesday,
sumption of duties by the new of- !3uymg IS conce~ed. to be the most of a valuable nature in a small ager, the remuneration is quite acare Elizabeth Scherfel '37, Dorothea ficers
lmportant, and lt IS generally ac- business.
ceptable. The positions of store
McCorkle '39, Mildred Peterman '36,
.
tT
cepted by merchan ts that "goods
Department stores of the modern managers carry with them a comWilhelmina Meinhardt '36, Leroy
Carnegie Tech's athletic regime bought right is already half sold." type offer the greatest opportunity pensation of at least $5,000 per
Landis '36, Henry Schaeffer '36,
for young people who plan to fol- year, and many are paid much
Buying Highly Important
Mark Stoudt '36, and Louis Krug came under the fire of the Tartan,
The methods of buying vary with low this career, and there is a larger salaries, depending upon the
'37. The accompanist will be Wal- student publication, in an editorial
ter Kelly '37, and the group will calling for removal of football the size and nature of the enter- great variety of jobs for beginners. size of the organization.
be accompanied by Professors Coach Howard Harpster and de- prise, but in the case of wholesalThe divisions follow, for the most
The college graduate will find
manding athletics be taken "out of ers and large retailers , it is highly part, the following lines: ( 1) mer- the widest range of opportunity
Philip and Brownback.
The entire Glee Club will give a btg busir.ess" and be given back to specialized. The work is done by chandising, (2) advertising, (3) with the large department store or
experts who are well paid for their service, and (4) finance or manage- mail order house.
concert at the Trinity Reformed the students.

~'X'~H('*~"***'***·X"X"X'·H··X'*'X-·X'*'*'X--l(..~
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PROMS AND EXAMS. Constant
rushing about and mental strain put you
on your mettle. Camels set you right
with their aid to digestion-their cheering "lift"-their costlier tobaccos.

Smoking Camels stimulates the natural flow of digestive
fluids ... increases alkalinity
Life sometimes pushes us so hard that
we feel too worn-down really to enjoy
eating. Science explains that hurry,
mental strain, and constant tension
reduce the flow of the digestive fluids.
Scientific studies definitely show
that smoking Camels increases the
flow of digestive fluids . . . alkaline
digestive fluids ... so vital to the enjoy-

ment of food and to good digestion.
Camel's rich and costly tobaccos are
mild beyond words. Enjoy Camels
as often as you like-with mealsany time-for their cheering "lift" ..•
for their aid to digestion - for the
pleasure they bring. Camels set you
right! And never jangle your nerves or
tire your taste. Make it Camels today.

THE BROWN DERBY. The chef is putting the final touches
to a lobster Thermidor, while within the restaurant the stars
of Hollywood gather to dine •.• and to enjoy Camels. In the
glamorous life of Hollywood, Camels playa major role. As Mr.
Roberf H. Cobb, the man behind The Brown Derby's success,
remarks: "Camels are the choice of the majority of our patrons."

CROWDED MINUTES as the reporter
works to beat the deadline. "It's a life of
hurry, hurry, hurry," says Peter Dahlen,
newspaper man, "and a life of irregular
hours and meals.Ie's swell the way Camels
make food taste better and set better."

TUNE IN! CAMEL CARAVAN
WITH WALTER O'KEEFE,
DEANE JANIS, TED HUSING
GLEN GRAY AND THE
CASA LOMA ORCHESTRA
Tuesday and Thursday - 9 p. m.
E.D.S.T.• 8p.m. E.S.T., Sp.m.
C.D.S.T., 7p.m. C.S .T., 8:30 p.m.
M.S.T.,7:30p.m.P.S.T.-over
W ABC - Columbia Network.

UNDER THE BIG TOP. Watching
Miss Dorothy Herbert ofRingling Bros.Barnum & Bailey, you marvel at her
poise. She says: "I smoke all 1 wanteat anything 1 care for. Camels make
food taste better and digest easier."
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Johnsonmen's Journey Jounces Juniatans
But Bears' Batsmen Beaten by Bu'cknell

TEN IS MEN DOWN ALBRIGHT, ' INTRAMURAL SOFl';ALL SCHED. - T- o- L-ook- Y-oor Be t Vi itBEATEN BV HAVERFORD, 6=1 May ll- Brodbeck
Second R<>1Uld
Shop
vs. Curtis
110 Muche's
;\Iain treetBarber
(Below Railroad)

Davison Lone Victor at Haverford;
· t E
tNt 16 5 W· L b
er e s '"
10, t anon Valley Hands Bears
To Meet Villanova on 13th
FItS ncoun
d· 10 4 S tb k
8
~ 1 Lacing; Billet Allows
Coach Tyson'S racqueteers deSecon 10 '" e ac ,
Bisons' Hits Effective
Five Hits Fans 13
Ifeated Albright, 5-2, on Tuesday, in
BOTH

CONTESTS

__
'_
SLUGFESTS ZOLL SLOWS VISITORS'

PACE

The ball team broke even on
Jing Johnson's men lost their
their two-ga~e week-end trip by first league ~ame of the season
clubbing Jumata 16-5 on Friday, when Paul Blllett pitched his Leband then succumbing to Bucknell a~on Valley teammates to an 8-1
10-4 on S aturday.
Both were vlCt?ry. The only bright light for
league contests and the Bears' av- Ursmus was the fine relief pitcherage is now .500 with 2 wins and ing of "Diz" Zoll, who allowed but
2 losses.
three hlts during his five innings
The Juniata game was an old- on the mound.
fashioned slug fest as the Bears
After two were out, Cubberly
batted three opposing pitchers for booted Tindall's grounder in the
18 base hits and 16 runs. Pancoast first inning. Four successive hits
led the hitting attack with 4 safe- s~nt four runs across the plate. A
ties while "Shad" Edwards collect- hlt, an error, and a tty to center
ed three. In copping his third produced two more runs for the
win of the season, Lefty Trumbore visitors in the third, to bring their
kept 14 opposing hits well scatter- total to six. It was clearly to be
ed so that Juniata could muster seen that Lefty Trumbore, ace
but 5 runs.
Bear moundsman, was not up to
Although the Bears collected 12 par. A triple by Kress and a single
hits off the offerings of Allen, by Capk~. pus~ed over the seventh
Bucknell pitcher, they could only of the VISItors runs. .
manufacture 4 runs. The Bisons
In the four~h the GrlZzlies manuwere more effective in the pinches factured theIr only run of the
and chalked up 10 markers on 13 1 game on a walk to Sacks, who
hits. Sacks, Calvert, and Edwards, stol~ second, and a twisting double
led the Grizzly attack with 3 bing- to nght by Tworzydlo .. The Flying
les apiece. Edwards led the hitters Dutchme~ scored. thelr only run
on the trip with 6 for 9.
off Zoll 10 the fIfth when Power
Ursinus
AB
erred on Bartolet's grounder. Paul
. . R.
H . Billett followed with a double to
~~~~~~f:' sCsf .................. :
~
~ push the marker across.
,
....................
Pancoast doubled in the fifth and
Sacks, rf .......................... 5
3
1 WUdonger tripled in the sixth but
cf ................ 65
3
2 both were stranded when their
aver,
......... ..............
0
2 mates failed to come through
~~~zJ:~~in 3~b"""""""" ; ~
Paul Billett struck out 13' men
Edwards c'
.............. 5
3
3 and allowed but five hits. Capka,
Trumbo~e
4
2
2 Davis, and P . Billett led the visitHunter, 3b .......................................... 1
0
0 °arsi
hittln gworzy
attadclk0 with
twoa blows
p ece.
wielded
twoT
18 hit bi udgeon to pace the Ursin us
16
Totals .......................... 45
Juniata
A.B. R.
Geiser, cf ................... ....... 5
o
1
Kepler, ss ... .............. .... ... 5
1
Nicholson, Ib .................. 4
o un er, ss ......... .. ... 2 0 0 2 2 0
1
Scott, 3b ..... ................... .. 4
1 Sacks, rf, cf .......... 2 1 0 2 0 0
1
Hoover, cf ......... ............... 4
3 Wildonger, cf ........ 3 0 1 2 1 0
1
Jenkins, c ...................... .. 4
Kunsman, 2b ....... ...... ..... 4
o 3 Freece, rf .............. 1 0 0 0 0 0
Rose, p, 3b ...................... 2
o 1 ~vert~nlb ............ 4 0 0 7 1 0
Kibler, 3b ..... ...... .... .... .. ... 2
o 1 orzy 0, 3b ........ 4 0 2 1 2 1
Roher, p ............................ 3
o 1 McLaughlin, 2b .... 2 0 0 2 0 0
_ Power, 2b .............. 2 0 0 2 3 1
Totals .......................... 38
5 14 Edwards, c ............ 4 0 1 7 0 0
Urslnus ........ 1 2 4 2 0 0 0 4 3-16 Trumbore, p .......... 0 0 0 0 0 0
Juniata ........ 0 0 0 2 3 0 0 0 0- 5 xCostello
Zo11, p .................... 02 00 00 00 02 00
H.
Totals .. ·. ::·.·...:·.·.·.:·.:·.. ·31 1 5 27 11 3
Ursin us
A.B. R.
Pancoast, cf .. ....... ...... ..... 5
o o1 Lebanon Val. A.B. R. H. O. A. E.
o 3 R. Billett, 2b ... ..... 4 0 1 2 1 0
Cubberly, ss .................... 4
o o C~pka, ss ..... ...... ... 4 1 2 1 4 0
Sacks, rf .......................... 5
Wildonger, cf ... ............. 4
o 3 Tmdall, cf ....... ..... 5 2 0 1 0 0
2
Calvert, Ib ......... .. ........... 5
o Davies, If ........ ...... 4 1 2 0 0 0
Tworzydlo, 3b .. .............. 4
o 2 Bart?let, lb ............ 4 2 1 7 0 0
1
McLaughlin, 2b .............. 4
3 P. Billett, p .......... 4 1 2 1 3 0
Edwards, c ................ ..... . 4
1
o
Kroske, 3b .............. 4 0 1 1 0 0
Beyer, p ............................ 1
o
c ........... ....... 4 1 1 13 1 0
o _o Kress,
Zoll, p ................................ 2
Rozman, rf ............ 2 0 0 0 0 0
12 Snell, rf ... .. .... ... ...... 2 0 0 1 0 0
4
Totals ... _..................... 39
H.
Totals ................ 37 8 10 27 9 0
R.
Bucknell
A.B.
1 xBatted for Zoll in ninth.
Miller, 2b ........................ 4
1
2 Ursinus .......... 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0-1
1
Sitarsky, cf ...................... 5
1 Leb. Val. ........ 4 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 0-8
1
Ruoff, 1b ................ .......... 4
1 Stolen bases: Pancoast, Sacks,
1
Dobie, cf .......................... 4
2 Bartolet. Doubles: Pancoast, Twor1
Lauerman, c ................... . 4
2 zydlo, P. Billett 2. Triples: Wil1
Valentino, 3b ........... .... . 4
1 donger, Kress. Bases on balls: Bil1
Moss, ss .......... .................. 4
2 lett 5, Trumbore 0, Zoll 1. Struck
2
Wilson, rf ........................ 3
1 out: Billett 13, Trumbore 6, Zoll 1.
Allen, p ....... ... .. ................ 4
1
Hits: Trumbore 7 in 4, Zoll 3 in 5.
Totals .......................... 36
10
13 Umpires: Moore and Hartline. Hit
Ursinus ..... ... 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 0- 4 by pitcher: Costello and Pancoast
Bucknell ...... 2 3 0 0 2 0 1 2 x-10 (by Billett). Left on bases: U. 10,
Leb. V. 4. Wild pitch, Billett.
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a tennis match staged on the latter's courts. Davison , Worster, Fe~imore and Gaumer won theIr
singles matches, in order to defeat
the Lions. Davison ~nd Worster
captured the only doubles match
played.
The Bears did not fare so well
when they were defeated by Haverford College on Thursday 6-1.
The only victory which came to
Ursin us was registered by Captain
Davison, the Grizzlies' NO . 1 player,
who took Parry into camp, 8-6, 6-3.
On Wednesday the Bears will endeavor to regain their winning
ways when they meet Villanova's
Wildcats on the latter's courts.
Summary:
Albright
Singles
Davison, U, defeated Garrigan,
A, 6-2, 6-8, 6-1; Worster, U, defeated Kreska, A, 6-4, 8-6; Gaumer,
U, defeated Rosenberg, A, 6-3, 5-7,
6-3 ; Stilwell, A, defeated Quay, U,
6-2, 7-5.
Doubles
Davison and Worster, U, defeated
Garrigan and Turner, A, 6-4, 6-4;
Spencer and Levan, A, won by default from Fenimore and Gaumer,
U.
Haverford
Singles
Davison, U, defeated Parry, H , 86, 6-3; Finley, H, defeated Worster,
U, 7-5, 6-3 ; Weightman, H, defeated Ferumore, U, 7-5, 6-4; Brancher,
H, defeated Rappaport, U, 6-2, 6-4 ;
Goldmark, H, defeated Quay, U, 63, 6-3.
Beaven and Doubles
Finley, H, won from
·
d W t
U
D aVlson
an
ors er, , 6-4, 6-2;

May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May

II-Freeland vs. Day
I2-Stine vs. Derr
12-Brodbeck vs. Freeland
l3-Curtls VS. stine
I4-Day vs. Derr
14-Freeland vs. Stine
15--Brodbeck vs. Day
18-Curtis VB. Derr
IS-Brodbeck vs. Stine
19-Curtis vs. Day
19-Freeland vs. Derr
20-Curtis VB. Freeland
2I-Day vs. Stine
21- Brodbeck vs. Derr
u---

Two Barbers--Prompt and Courteous

Service

Sales - CHEVROLET -

Service

YOUNG & EVANS, Inc
460 Main Street
Phone 51
Collegeville, Pa.

\tbe

1Jnb epen~ent

Print Shop

I

GRIMM, GAUMER ONLY PLACE
WINNERS IN DICKINSON MEET

I

F. & M. Take Championship in
Conference Track Meet

Prints The Weekly and is equipped to do all kinds of COLLEGE
Printing attractively.
Collegeville, Pa.

~------------

Ursinus' track team of seven men COLLEGEVILLE NATIONAL BANK
placed fourth in the Eastern Intercollegiate Conference track meet INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
which was held at Dickinson on
Member of Federal Deposit
Saturday. Franklin and Marshall
Insurance
copped the championship with
Gettysburg and Drexel also Quite
a bit above the Bears. Muhlen- ,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
berg and Dickinson were close behind the Grizzlies.
Johnnie Grimm won the 120
yard high hurdles in the good
time of 15.8 seconds, placed fourth
CHAS. H. FRY, Ph. G., Prop.
in the 220 yard low hurdles , and
Collegeville, Pa.
third in the broad jump with a
leap of 21 feet 8 inches. His per- ~---------------=
formances netted Ursinus 8 of their
9% points. Elmer Gaumer's high ~'J1Il1l1ntll_m/lln\llmlllI1nmnl1l1nlnmmlllntUlJlmnnnmQnllllmnl11Ill1nmllmGJ
jumping gave Ursinus their re- a
==
maining points. He made 5 feet 7
inches. The victor cleared the bar
at 5 feet 10 1,4 inches.
~
~

COLLEGE
PHARMACY

~ R J
e
• • GUTHRIDGE I~
~ CONSTRUCTOR of BUJLDINGS ~
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~

Plans are being formed for a
group of eight students and one or
t wo f acu1ty members of Williams §
College, Williamstown, Mass., to ~
t
e

NORRISTOWN, PA.

CUrt·IS

Bto db ec k

i
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~
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Brodbe~k,

Derr Tied for Lead
As First Half of League Ends

The first half of the soft-ball
1eague ended in a tie between Derr
..and Brodbeck. Brodbeck defeated
Derr 11-10, while Stine upset the
dope. defeating Brodbeck 21-17.
evened matters for the week
ting Freeland on a forfeit
winning over Curtis 8-7. Stine
topped Day 16-3 to take third
..;tJrlp]ped In the other games, Day
'iii
Curtis 14-9, while Curtis
:I!Ii,Ul'Jled the tables on Freeland 28-17.
The standing:
W. L. P.C.
.................... 4
1
.800
.............................. 4
1
.800
............................ 3
2
.600
............................ 2
3
.400
............................. 2
3
.400
. . . . . aCIoAI.U ...................... 0
5
.000

and SERVICE STATIONS
:OUe••,vllle and Yerkes, Pa.

-

-

-

-

-

• • • • •
William Manning, a sophomore ; - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
at Yale, won a bet last week by arriving at Columbia, S . C., on a bicycle from New Haven, Conn., 800
miles away, in four hours less than
the six days allotted to him.
• • • • •
Someone has said, "If you
Fourteen Nobel prize winners will
enjoy your work you are
be among the seventy-five noted
probably in the right job.
scholars who will visit Harvard
Anyone can make himself
from August 31 to September 12 to
like his present job if he
participate in its Tercentenary
Celebration. Forty-seven of these
works hard enough at it."
guests will come from Europe.
Our experience is a valuable asset in every orJ. L. BECHTEL
der whether it be large
or small.
Funeral Director

Good Printing

==============

348 Mam St.

•

ICE
CREAM
Phone -

Pottstown 816

Collegeville, Pa..

Geo. H. B'u chanan CO.

COMPUMENTS

44 North Sixth St.,

FRANK R. WATSON

Edkins

Philadelphia

Bell, Lombard 04-14
Keystone, Main 78-59

« Thompson

-

Totals ................ 34 8 6 24 7 5
Ursinus J. V.
A.B. R. H. O. A. E.
Tomlinson, ss ........ 5 2 2 2 1 0
Power, 2b .......... ...... 4 2 2 1 0 0
Hunter, 3b .............. 4 1 1 0 4 1
Costello, Ib ............ 4 0 1 10 1 0
Eshbach, cf ............ 3 0 0 1 0 0
Phys=Ed Students Supervise
Epprecht, If ............ 3 0 0 0 0 0
Tests for Girl's Swim Permits Meklos, rf .. ....... ..... 4 0 0 2 0 0
Porambo, c ............ 4 1 2 8 0 0
Swimming tests for the co-eds Gemmell, p ............ 4 2 1 0 2 2
have been given twice this spring. Ehret, If ... ......... ...... 0 0 0 0 0 0
The following girls successfully met
the requirements on May
1:
Totals ... ... ..... ..... 35 8 9 24 8 3
Louise Rothermel '39, followed by Perkiomen ... ..... 4 0 0 0 3 1 0 0-8
Sally Evans '39, Dolly Seidel '39 Ursinus ......... ....... 1 0 1 2 2 0 2 0-8
Mary Louise Long '39, and Gertrude
Mullin '39. Another group consistPhone SSII R ..
H. Ralph Graber
ing of Virginia Fenton '37, Anne
Colsher '38, Grace Nachod '38, Ruth
Grauert '39 Ruth Shoemaker '39
and Mabel' Ditter '39, fulfilled th~ . SODA FOUNTAIN
eIN. BUNS
requirements on May 9.
Free Servlee on orders delivered
Girls who wish to try for swimto dormitorIes In the night •
ming permits should see Miss Snell
to arrange for a convenient time.
- ALL STUDENTS Learners can visit the "Perk" at
Did You See That Box of
regular scheduled hours when a
representative of the Physical EduCOLLEGE STATIONERY
cation Department is present.
DOC Is Selling-OR BOY!

BUROAN'S
FORD

IN EXTRA INNING GAME, 8-8
After a poor start in the first
inning, which netted four runs for
Perkiomen, the Bear Cubs settled
down and tied the ball game at 8-8,
in a contest played on the home
diamond, on Wednesday afternoon.
Perkiomen took the lead in the
first inning, and not until the
f our th d'1d th e Cu bs t·Ie th e score
at 4 all. The P~ep boys again took
the lead, collectmg four more runs
in the fifth and sixth innings. In
the seventh, with Gemmell on base,
Tomlinson connected for a circuit
drive sliding safely at home and
tying the game again. Gemmell
limited the visitors to six hits and
fanned eight. Power for Ursinus
and Dunn, the Perkiomen backstop, also had homers.
Perkiomen Prep A.B. R. H. O. A. E.
Light, 3b ... .... ... ... ... 4 3 1 0 0 0
Flickenger, cf ........ 4 1 0 2 0 1
Jones, Ib ................ 4 2 1 8 0 1
Ainsley, ss .............. 4 1 2 1 2 0
Dunn, c .................. 4 1 1 9 1 1
Stellatella, If ........ 1 0 0 1 0 1
Dolan, rf ... ... .......... 3 0 0 1 0 0
Ollove, 2b ........ ... ... 3 0 0 2 2 0
Jackson, p ............ 4 0 1 0 2 1
Nichol, If, P ... ... ...... 3 0 0 0 0 0

BAKERY

in effect on botb
Bargain rates ar~
d PerSon to
StallOn an
Station to
N 'l '1' 1 M. E
Person calls A

SUNDAY

It's A Knockout
Double box
All for ........

69C

SAVE AFTER SEVEN

Better get yours - Limited Amount

WINKLER

THI

nELL TELfPIIONE COMPANY or

PENNSYLVANIA
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TOUDT OMMENDED BY YOST Dr. and Mrs. Reginald Sibbald
IN CURTAIN LUB PRODUCTION could be discerned by all who know
<Continued from )age 1)
that to them belong a large share
in the role of Johnny Case, the of the plaudits.
masculine lead . Elizabeth Kl'usen . Before. the p~rf?rmance and .dur'36. gave the best performance sJ:e mg the I~te~mIsslons the audIence
has yet given, in her sympathetIc was entel~amed by a stu?e~t orplaying of the rather difficult part ch~s.tra,. dIrected .b~ Mr. ~ilham F.
of Julia Seton. She was upheld in ~hlllp, mstructo[ m ,z;nUSIC, playher decisions by her stiff and stub- mg ~,medley from T~e Dese~t
born father, played by Montgom- S.ong and other popular compOSIery Weidner '36, also a veteran of tIOns.
our stage. And Robert Deen '36,
played the somewhat minor part SHEEDER, HEIGES REPR-ESENT
of Seton Cram.
COLLEGE AT ALTOONA HIGH
Minor Role Well Ha~dled
<?onltnUed from page 1)
The humors of the evenmg were prospectIve students, and parents
augmented by the actions and an- in the south Jersey section were
tics of the rather inebriated Ned I visited .
Seton, played very cleverly by ~li
Other P ennsylvani~ schools visBroidy 38, anduof th~, funster NICk ited ~y a representatIve of ~he Co1Potter, whose bottle speech had lege m recent weeks have mcluded
full justice done to it by Stanley the following : Phoenixville, Spring
W:ikel '38. He was aided, a~d City, Coll~ngdale , Glen~Nor, Lansabltted by Dorothy P eoples. 39,. m downe, RIdley Pa~' k, RIdley tow~the part of Susan Potter, hIS WIfe, ship, Yeadon, Spnngfield townshIp,
and momentarily abashed by the East Greenville, Lansdale, Lower
naughty Laura Cram as portrayed Merion, North Wa les, Norristown,
by Alice Plunkett '38. The cast was Pottstown, P ennsburg, Royersford,
completed by three servants, Henry, Schwenksville, West Conshohocken,
Ward MacNair '37, Charles, Charles and Whitpain township.
Halm '38, and Delia, Dorothy Len lJ--gel '39.
PRE-MED SPEAKER TO-NIGHT
In view of the demands that
Dr. N. W. Winkleman, an author"Holiday" puts on its cast to keep
up swift and ofttimes quick-witted ity on Neurology from the gradudialogue, the Curtain Club's cast ate school of medicine of the Unidid a fine all-round piece of work, versity of Pennsylvania, will speak
especially after the actors had at the meeting of the Pre-Medical
warmed up to their parts. In this Society to-night at 8 :00 p. m .
play and in this cast, composed of
Dr. Winkleman's subject will be
experienced and new actors, the "Fundamental Concepts of Neuskillful guidance and coaching of rology."

I

COMMITTEEMEN PREPARING
Ride Free on Schuylkill Valley
Professional Speaker Delivers
Bus Movie Tickets
FOR COMMENCEMENT OPERA
Lecture
to
Women
Students
to
( onllnuetl rrom Dage 1)
tion secretary, Wilhelmina MeinLast Tuesday evening, Miss Heyhardt '36; Prof. Reginald Sibbald , ward of the Katherine Gibb's Secstage manager, is having special retarial School in New York City,
Norristown
stage setting constructed and Prof. spoke on "How to Get and Hold a
Phillip is the production manager. Job ."
Monday and Tuesday
Costumes are being measured by
"When choosing your line of
"13 HOURS BY AIR"
the pageantry department under work," advised Miss Heyward, " pick
Joan
Bennet
& Fred MacMurray
the direction of Mrs. Sheeder and out one in which you excel. After
will be ordered from Hooker Howe you have chosen your profession,
Wed., Thurs. and Fri.
and Company of Massachusetts. , strive to keep up with certain qual"THE SINGING KID"
Miss Sara Mary Ouderkirk has ifications as accuracy, alertness,
with Al J01son
charge of the ballets and dances. adaptability, etc., and you are
Rehearsals on the stage of the bouI?d to get a jO.b and hold it.".
Saturday
gym will begin this week.
MIss Heywood lS one of a senes
"THE WALKING DEAD"
The cast for the opera, in order of speakers which the Advisory
Boris Karloff
of appearance includes: pro10aue- Council has brought here to speak
T eru Hayashi '38; Mayor, Louis to the Ursinus women students.
Krug '37;
corporation,
Henry
r
Schaeffer '36 Alfred Bartholomew
I
'39 Franklin 'AlbriO'ht '37 and Paul '3G; lam e boy, Betty Scherfel '37;
Sh~lly '36; Piper, Leroy Landis '36; and dr~am lady, Dorothea McMonday and Tuesday
townspeople, Montgomery Weidner Corkle 39.
I
"CONNECTICUT YANKEE"
Will Rogers

NORRIS
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BUSINESS
SCIENCE
COURSES
• Spec:ia lized Training for
College Men and Women.
• Summ er Session of six
weeks, begins June 29th.
• Placement Service.

PEIRCE SCHOOL
OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
ii:i!iiiiiiSiiiiiiE PH ILADE LP H IA I ~~g

GRAND
Monday
"MOONLIGHT MURDER"
Chester Morris & Madge Evans

Wednesday and Thursday
DOUBLE BILL
"FARMER IN THE DELL"
Jean Parker, Fred Stone
"TRAIL OF TERROR"
Bob Steele

Tues., Wed. and Thurs.
"MESSAGE TO GARCIA"
Wallace Beery, Barbara Stanwyck,
John Boles

Friday
"MARY BURNS FUGITIVE"
Sylvia Sidney

Friday and Saturday
'CHARLIE CHAN AT THE CIRCUS'
Warner Oland

Saturday
"ANNAPOLIS FAREWELL"
Sir Guy Standing

- - -- --
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Ceylon is famous for Spices
Brazil is famous for Coffee

.....•....

... but Turkey is
famous for Tobacco
•

IJ

•

the aromatic

Turkish tobacco that
adds fragrance and
fiavor·.·to -Chesterfield

....... "Cigarettes.

It's the right quantity of this Turkish tobacco blended and crossblended with tbe best hOrJ~e-grown
tobaccos 'raised in tbis country that
give Chesterfields their mildness
and better taste - anotber reason
wby Cbcsterfields Satisfy.

~ 1936, LIGGElT

& MYBIIS TOBACCO CO.

•

